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ABSTRACT 
Mega Listiyani. 2019. Lexical Error Analysis on Student‟s Writing of English 
Letters Students of IAIN Surakarta in Academic Years 2018/2019. Thesis. 
English Education Department, Cultures and Languages Faculty 
Advisor  : Dr. Rochmat Budi Santoso. S.Pd., M.Pd  
Key words  : Error analysis, Lexical Error, Writing  
 The objectives of this research are to find out the types of lexical errors in 
student‟s writing of English Letters Students of IAIN Surakarta  and to find out 
the causes of lexical error in student‟s writing of English Letters Students of IAIN 
Surakarta. 
  This research is a qualitative research. The subjects of this research are 33 
students. The technique of collecting the data used in this research was a written 
test. The researcher used James‟s  classification to classify the types of lexical 
errors. In this research, the researcher used the procedures suggested by Corder 
(1974), the procedures for conducting error analysis basically consisted of three 
major stages: recognition, description and explaining the errors. The researcher 
used triangulation by using the investigator to get the validity of the data.  
  This research there are 172 lexical errors found in the student‟s writing. It 
is consist of 11 sub-types of formal errors and 2 sub-types of semantic errors. The 
frequency of suffix type was 28 errors, preffix type 1 error, vowel based type 17 
errors, consonant based type 9 errors, borrowing was 1 error, coinage was only 1 
error, calque was 31 errors, omission was 44 errors, overinclussion was 14 errors, 
misselection was 10 errors, misordering was 7 errors, using superonym for 
hyponym only 1 errors and then using near synonym was 8 errors. From all of 
types of lexical error. There were 2 kinds of causes of lexical errors.The 
Intralingual was the most frequent cause of lexical error, because the total number 
of intralingual was 113 errors lexical error. While interlingual was 58 lexical 
error. It meant that the most frequent of causes of lexical error was Intralingual 
transfer. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
 
A. Background of Study 
Writing is one of productive skill in English. Rohmaniyah (2016:1), 
writing is a complex activitiy, learners need express their ideas, feeling 
through writing that consist of many words in sentences and sentences in 
paragraphs. In addition, Heaton (2001:135), states there are five components 
of writing that must be considered; content, organization, vocabulary, 
language use and mechanic. The five components are always related each 
other. It can be said that writing is very difficult of the language abilities. 
English learners, they are not only able to speak English, but also 
write English. Those skills should be mastered by learners for kinds of 
communication. The statement was supported by Nation (2009:113), that 
writing activity can usefully be prepared by working in the other skills of 
listening, speaking and reading.  
According to Amin (2014:12), there are two aspects of writing that 
should be noticed by learners to build a good sentence; they are grammatical 
aspects and lexical aspects. Firstly, English grammar is applied to provide a 
general pattern of rule in combining words to phrases and phrases to 
sentences. A good grammar will influence a good written communication, 
because the written text without applying the rules will invite 
misinterpretations for readers. They will not be able to read accurately. A 
good grammar in written text also makes the reader easy to understand the 
17 
 
meaning. Hence, miscommunication sometimes happens among people 
because of the grammatical error. The second, urgent aspect needed in the 
building sentences is lexical aspect. Llach (2011:75), defines lexical error is a 
deviation in form and/or meaning of a word in the target language. Lexical 
item relates the vocabularies, words or morphemes of 
language. The inappropriate selection of lexical items in writing composition 
can provide  impact to the reader such as misunderstanding about the content. 
Llach (2005:22), also states that lexical item is not only basic as 
regard communication, but also serves as an academic predictor in second 
language and in school performance in general. It means that lexical item 
needs lexical competence to prove that significantly influence in academic 
performance and school success. Lexical competence according to Merconi 
(1997:2), lexical competence means ability to use appropriate words in the 
sentence contextually. So, learners should be able to use words in their 
writing of language correctly, in order to convey their meaning to their 
interlocutor properly. 
According to Llach (2011: 75), there are 2 categories of lexical errors, 
those are intralingual and interlingual. Interlingual means that the errors are 
influenced by the mother tongue. On the other hand, intralingual means that 
the errors are influenced by the target language. The interlingual is divided 
into 3 kinds such as borrowing, calque, and coinage. The intralingual is 
divided into 3 kinds such as misspelling, missselection, and semantic 
confusion. To know the errors occurred, we need to analyze the errors.  
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In any level of education, student always taught about writing. It has 
function to develop their critical thinking by producing it on paper, or just 
giving them understanding about writing. Meanwhile, students at university 
are also still get difficulties in composing writing. English Letter‟s Students 
of IAIN Surakarta is one of example in composing writing. It is supported by 
Dwi Cahyono; a lecturer in English Letters IAIN Surakarta; that writing class 
can not be separated from errors, especially about lexical errors in writing.  
For example in prefix type: reserve/prereserve.  
For example in overinclusion: dinning it should be dining 
In writing, the learners must write the words in the sentence correctly. 
It order the messages delivered are understandable. However, most English 
learners do not give significant attention to the lexical aspect. They still often 
make errors in their sentences. They supposed that making error in lexical 
item is not a complicated problem, since it can be looked easily in dictionary. 
Hence, lexical items are the basic building blocks of  language‟s vocabulary. 
It means that lexical items have very important function to communicate, 
especially in written communication. 
Based on the explanations above, it can be concluded that there are 
two main reasons in this research. The first, lexical aspect is the major 
element that must be used in written or spoken communication. The second, 
lexical aspect becomes very important to be learnt, especially for English 
learners. This issue makes the researcher interested to conduct a research 
about the type of lexical errors written by second grade students of English 
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Letters in Intermediate Integrated English (writing) subject. Therefore, the 
researcher wants to conduct a research with title “Lexical Error Analysis on 
Student’s Writing of English Letters Students of IAIN Surakarta in 
Academic Years 2018/2019” 
B. Identication of the Problem 
Based on background of study, the researcher constructs the problem 
identification as follow: 
1. There are many differences in vocabulary between L1 and L2. 
2. There are many students confused to choose appropriate lexis in writing. 
3. There are some types of lexical errors made by the students. 
C. Limitation of the Study 
The researcher only focuses lexical error on the student‟s worksheet in 
examination test in the last grade as an evaluation on Intermediate Integrated 
English (writing) subject by second grade students of English Letters IAIN 
Surakarta in academic year 2018/2019. The researcher also limits the research 
subject only 2A class of English Letters of IAIN Surakarta. It contained 33 
students. The researcher uses lexical taxonomy error proposed by James 
(1998) in analyzing the data. 
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D. Problem Statement 
Based on the explanation of problem identification above, the 
reseacher proposed the research problems as follows : 
1. What are the types of lexical error in students writing of English Letters 
IAIN Surakarta in academic years 2018/2019? 
2. What are the causes of lexical error in students writing of English Letters 
IAIN Surakarta in academic years 2018/2019? 
E. Objectives of the Study 
Based on the problem formulation above, the objective of the study as 
the following : 
1. To identify types of lexical error in students writing of English Letters 
IAIN Surakarta in academic years 2018/2019 
2. To explain the causes of lexical error in students writing of English Letters 
IAIN Surakarta in academic years 2018/2019 
F. Benefit of the Study  
This research is expected to give benefits both theoretically and  
practically. 
1. The theoretical benefits 
a. The result of this study can give contributions and inspirations for 
quality of teaching learning English, especially in writing. 
b. This study can be used as reference for a similar research as 
stimulation for other researcher. 
c. This study will increase the repertoire of this research findings. 
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2. The partial benefits 
a. For the English teacher, the result of this reseach will give 
information about the problem faced by the students in writing 
descriptive text, especially from the lexical error. Therefore the 
teacher can find some ways in teaching to reduce difficulty by the 
students 
b. For the students, the result of this study will give important 
infornation in writing descriptive text in a good sentences. 
c. For the institution of education, the result of this research is expected 
to give meaningful input for students of English Letters in second 
grade to increase the quality and capability for students, especially in 
English writing achivement. 
d. For reseacher, this research can be used as the reference in 
conducting research in linguistic scope. 
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CHAPTER II 
THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 
 
A. Review on Error  
In order to understand what an error is in the process of learning, it will 
be useful for us to refer to the definition of „error‟ which was proposed by 
some linguists. According to Brown (2000:217), errors as “a noticeable 
deviation from the adult grammar of the native speaker, reflects the 
competence of the learners”.  
Rohmaniyah (2016:5), states that errors mean incorrect forms of 
production by non-native speaker of a second language in speaking or writing 
because of incomplete knowledge of the rules in target language. In other 
hand, Corder (1973: 259), errors as branches of the code. A learner makes 
errors because of lack of knowledge of the formation rules of the language 
being learned and therefore the meaning of phrase or sentences produced is 
unacceptable. Morris (1979: 259), defines Errors as an act, assertion, or belief 
that unintentionally deviates from what is correct, right or true. 
From those definitions from some experts above. It can be concluded 
that error is beginning source competence from themselves that often accurs 
incorrect form production from rules properly even the student can not 
corrected the error by themselves. The students‟ errors occur because they are 
influenced by the mother tongue  and lack of knowledge of language rules. 
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B. Review on Error Analysis 
Error analysis deals with a process. James (1998:1), states that error 
analysis is the process of determining the incidence, nature, causes and 
consequences of unsuccessful language. In addition, Ridha (2012:26), states 
that error analysis is the examination of those errors committed by students in 
both the spoken and written medium. Besides, Brown (2000:218), states that 
error analysis is a process to observe, analyzed, classified and reveal what is 
error that learner made. 
Richard and Schmidt (2002:184), explain that error analysis is an 
identifying the process, wheather identifying the strategies of the learner in 
language learning, identifying the cause of learner‟s error, or identifying the 
common difficulties in language learning. According to Gass and Selinker 
(2001:79), explain that error analysis is linguistic analysis that focuses 
onanalyzing errors that the learners make. Error analysis is a method to 
observe, analyze, and classify student‟s errors. Error analysis can also focus 
on specific language. Error analysis is a linguistic analysis that focuses on the 
error that the learners make.  
Based on the explanations above, it clears that error analysis is a 
technique to investigate an error in word and sentence in writing or speaking 
form. So, error analysis is suitable for this research. It is because this research 
analyzes lexical errors in students‟ worksheet of second grade students of 
English Letters IAIN Surakarta in academic year 2018/2019. 
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C. Review on Writing  
1. The Definition of Writing 
Writing is one of way to communicate with other people beside 
speaking, reading and listening. It is important skills that language learners 
need to learn as an essential component not only for their academic 
practice but also for their professional life. There are many definitions of 
writing according to many experts. 
Hammer (2004:12), states that writing is a process of sharing 
information, message, or ideas in grammatically correct sentences. It 
means that writing needs long processes. According to Harris (1993:44), 
writing is a process that occurs over period of time, particularly if the 
writer takes account that sometimes extended periods of thinking that 
precede initial draft.  
In addition, Nation (2009:113), states that writing is an activity that 
can usefully be prepared for by work in the other skills of listening, 
speaking and reading. As many people know the general objective of 
language learning at school or at university are expected to help students 
to be able to express their ideas, thought and feeling in communicative 
way either in spoken or written form as their provision to live their future 
live in the society.  
Based on the explanations above, writing is the way to express 
something in written way. It has relatated the other skills of listening, 
speaking and reading that needs long processes. 
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2. The Purpose of Writing 
According to Mc Mahan (1996:8), the purpose of writing as 
follows; 
a. To express the writer‟s feeling. 
The writer wants to express his feeling anf thought the written form, as 
in a diary or love letter etc. It is called as expressive writing. 
b. To entertain the readers. 
The writer intends to entertain the readers through written form, and 
usually uses authentic material. It is called as literary writing. It is 
called as literary writing. 
c. To inform or explain something to the readers. 
It is used to give information or explanation something to the readers.  
d. To persuade the readers about the writer‟s opinions, concepts, ideas. 
The writer wants to persuade or convince the readers about opinion or 
concept or idea. It is called as persuasive writing. 
3. The Components of Writing 
The components of writing according to Kitao (1996:2), there are six 
components of writing, they are:  
a. Grammatical ability  
It is the ability to write with correct grammatical.  
b. Lexical ability  
It is the ability to choose appropriate words.  
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c. Mechanical ability  
It is the ability to use punctuation, spelling, and capitalization 
correctly.  
d. Stylistic skill  
It is the ability to use sentences and paragraph appropriately.  
e. Organizational skills 
Is the ability to organize written work according to the convention of 
English, including the order and selection of materials. 
f. Judgments of appropriately  
Is the ability to make judgment about what appropriate depending on 
the task, the purpose of writing and the audience. 
Based on the component writing above, the researher only focussed  
in lexical ability in the students‟ worksheet. 
4. The Genre of Writing  
According to Potradinata (2018:4), there are several text types, 
they are; recount, response, explanation, discussion, information report, 
exposition and procedure. In other words, the purposes of those types are 
to persuade, to inform and to construct the reader and etc. 
Based on the explanation above, writing is a process to explore 
some ideas, feeling through a paper or some media. In this research, the 
subject research is students in second grade of English Letters IAIN 
Surakarta  which the material based on the lesson plan is about procedure 
essay. So here, the students second grade of English Letters IAIN 
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Surakarta will make a kind of writing task about process analysis of a 
motion in final exam, the students were assigned to write based on ten 
themes that they must chosen one theme such as; how to prevent yourself 
from getting sick, how to overcome listening skill, how to make time for a 
holiday, how to improve your photography skills and create bright photos 
with your smartphone, how to get out of any bad habit in one month, how 
to organize your room, how to look stylish and fashionable with a limited 
budget, how to organize a study group, how to start a small business, how 
to avoid gaining weight your first year in college.  
D. Review on Lexical Error 
1. Definition of Lexical Item 
A lexical item, lexical unit, lexical entry is a single word, a part of 
a word, or a chain of word that forms the basic elements of a language‟s 
lexicon. According to Daudaravicius (2010:2), the lexical item is a single 
word. In addition according to Nababan (2003:48), lexical is the word that 
can be found in the dictionary. Then, lexical meaning is a meaning 
mentioned in the dictionary, for example big: tinggi, gemuk, besar.  
While according to Wells (2013:8), states that if there are two 
meanings of a word are related, they are lexical item of one lexemes; book 
and books (they are one lexical item) from the lexeme book, because they 
have the same meaning and derived from the same noun to be. In other 
example; Pen for writing, pen-friend, penknife, pen-name etc (they are one 
lexical item) from the lexeme pen, because they all have same aspect of 
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write in them. According to James (1998:142), lexical item has been 
sharply differentiated from grammar. Grammar is part of a language which 
can be described in terms of generalizations or rules while lexis appertains 
to all the particular facts about language.   
From some definitions above, it can be concluded that lexical item 
is another name of word which has more than one meanings. The lexical 
item is also more important than grammar, it is because without grammar 
you can say little, but without words you can say nothing. 
2. The definition of Lexical Error  
Lexical error in second language writing remains important issue 
since the learners almost unavoidable produce various types of errors in 
written composition. Among the various types of error in written 
composition is lexical error. According to Hermandez (2011:23), lexical 
errors are mistakes at the word level, which include choosing the wrong 
word for meaning the writer wants to express ideas. While, according to 
Hernandez (2011:266), Lexical errror are defined as the mistake at the 
word level. 
According to Llach (2011:75), lexical  error is a deviation in form 
or meaning of a word in target language. Andre & Jurianto (2015:2), 
indicate that the inappropriate selection of lexical items in written 
compositions can provide some impacts to the readers such as the 
misunderstanding about the content of or the problem in interpreting the 
text. While, according to Llach (2011:42), lexical error is reflects the bad 
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sign of writing skill in the part of learner. Automatically, the more lexical 
errors occur in the learners‟ written compositions, the worse qulity of the 
learners in writing skill. 
From the definitions above, it can be concluded that lexical error is 
the incorrect use of a word. Lexical error can be useful as the quality 
predictors of learner‟s written compositions and act as the predictor in 
determining the learners‟ vocabulary progress. 
3. The Types of Lexical Error  
This study adapted lexical error taxonomy proposed by James 
(1998), who divides lexical errors in well-ordered list based on two major 
types of lexical errors and also gave the detail explanation for each type of 
lexical errors. The following table provide the classsification of lexical 
error based on James (1998) bellow; 
Table 2.1 Lexical Error Taxonomy 
Lexical Error Taxonomy 
 
A. Formal Errors 
1. Formal Misselection 
1.1. Suffix Type 
1.2. Prefix Type 
1.3. Vowel-based Type 
1.4. Consonant-based-typ 
2. Formal Misformations 
2.1. Borrowing 
2.2. Coinage 
2.3. Calque 
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3. Distortions  
3.1. Omission 
3.2. Overinclusion 
3.3. Misselection 
3.4. Misordering 
B. Semantic Errors 
1. Confusion of Sense Relations 
1.1. Using a Superonym for a Hyponym 
1.2. Using a Hyponym for a Supernym 
1.3. Using Inappropiate Co-Hyponyms 
1.4. Using Wrong Near Synonym  
2.  Collocation Errors 
2.1 Semantically Determined Selection 
2.2 Statistically Weighted Preferences 
2.3 Arbitrary Combinations and Irreversible Binomials 
 
 
a. Formal Errors 
James (1998), classifies formal errors into three types; formal 
misslection and distortions. Futhermore, he divides each type of formal 
errors ino saveral sub-types which an be seen as follow; 
1) Formal Misselection 
Formal misselection contains two similar lexical forms which 
consist of visual and sound similarity. James (1998) classifies 
formal missselection into four sub-types as follow; 
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1.1. Suffix type error occurd when the student failed to select the 
appropriate suffixes to form correct words to express themselves in 
certain contexts.  
For example: considerable/considerate 
1.2. Prefix type is adding root in the beginning of word in English. 
For example: reserve/preserve,consumption 
1.3. Vowel-based type occurs when the student failed to select the 
correct vowel form of word. 
For example: seat/set, manual/menial 
1.4. Consonant-based type occurs when the student failed to select 
the correct consonant form of word. 
For example: save/safe, three/ tree 
2) Formal Misformations 
According to James (1998), formal misformations are errors that 
can create by the learner from the resources of the target language 
or in the mother tongue. There are three classications of formal 
misformations which can be seen as follow; 
2.1. Borrowing refers to the error made by the students in using 
mother tounge without any attempt to adjust them to target 
language.  
For example: My grandmother is sakit. It should be written became 
sick. 
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2.2. Coinage refers to the made error by the students in using 
lexical item that consist of the adaption of an L1 word to the L2 
orthography or morphology. Thus, the student adapted the word 
that has sound like target language.  
For example: I will study hard to improve my prestation. It should 
be written became achievement. 
2.3. Calque happens when the student using the words of the target 
language by translatng them literally.  
For example: My table study It should be written became my desk.  
3) Distortions 
The result of distortions usually are non-exixtent form in the target 
language. James (1998), classifies distortions into four sub-types as 
follow; 
3.1.Omission is the student commit spelling error by omitting one 
or more letters from a word.  
For example: This subject is very intresting (interesting) to me. 
3.2. Overinclusion is the opposite of omission here. The student 
added the inexact item that should not be appeared in the correct 
word.  
For example: Jane is eating omelet in dinning (dining) room right 
now.  
3.3. Misselection occurs when the student can not choose the 
appropriate word when constructing a well formed sentence.  
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 For example: He anger (angry) because he can not buy those 
book. 
3.4. Misordering occurs as a result of incorrect placement of a 
morpheme or group of morphemes in an utterancee.  
For example: He asks his mother to allow him to go aboard 
(abroad). 
b. Semantic Errors 
James (1998), classifies semantic error into two types: 
confusion of sense relations and collocational errors. Here are sub-
types and examples of each type; 
1) Confusion of Sense Relation 
Psycholingustic evidence suggest that human store words in term 
of sense relations in their mental lexicon. Vocabulary meaning 
normally involves concepts and their relation in lexical field.  
For example: a woman and a girls belong to the lexical field of 
gender (Hemchua and Schmitt 2006). 
1.1. Using a superonym for a hyponym is a more general term is 
used where a specific one is needed. Therefore the meaning is 
underspecified.  
For example: we have modern equipment (appliances) in our 
house. 
1.2. Using a hyponym for a supernym is an overly specific term is 
used. For example: The Colonels (officer) live in castle 
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1.3. Using inappropiate co-hyponyms is decision to exterminate 
(eradicate).  
For example: I think the coty has good communcation 
transportation (public transport) such as a lot of buses. 
1.4. Using Wrong Near Synonym is unlikely to find two words 
with exactly the same meaning. The word are considered 
synonyms especially those used in dictionaries are in fact different 
meaning in some respects. 
For example: She is an excelent (briliant) scientist. 
2) Collocation Errors 
According to James (1998), collocational is a pair of words which 
is high-frequently used together and it is accepted by the native 
speakers. James (1998) classifies collocations error into three types 
as follow: 
2.1 Semantically Determined Selection  
For example: (crooked stick)  instead of (crooked year) 
2.2 Statistically Weighted Preferences  
For example: Julius’s army suffered big losses (heavy) losses is 
more prefeable. 
2.3 Arbitrary Combinations and Irreversible Binomials  
For example: hikehitch instead of hitchik. 
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E. The Causes of Lexical Error  
In the writing process, lexical errors may occur. As we know that 
writing is difficult, someone who wants to write has to be careful in writing. 
They have to recheck their writing to edit. If there are some errors. However, 
someone has recheeked their writing. Errors appear because of many factors.   
According to Lach (2011) divides lexical error types on the sources of 
error : 
1. Interlingual transfer 
Interlingual transfer happens because of interfered by student‟s 
mother tongue. It will cause them to make some errors for example in 
choosing the words of the target language. They will translate the word of 
their mother tongue to the target language literally.   
 In this research, the classification of lexical error type based on 
James (1998) such as borrowing, calque, coinage, vowel based type, 
consonant based type. 
2. Intralingual transfer 
Intralingual transfer is the source fo error because of the target 
language interference. The students interfered by partial exposure of the 
target language. People make an incorrect generalization of rules in the 
target language.  
In this research, the classification of lexical error type based on 
James (1998) such as suffix type, prefix type, omission, overinclusion, 
misselection, misordering, using a hyponym for supernoym, using worng 
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near synonym. The following table provide the causes of lexical error 
based on James (1998) bellow; 
Table. 2.2 The Causes of Lexical Error 
No. The Causes of Lexical Errors Type of Errors 
1.  Interlingual transfer Borrowing 
Coinage 
Calque 
Vowel based type 
Consonant based type 
2.  Intralingual transfer Suffix type 
Prefix type 
Omission 
Overinclusion 
Misselection 
Misordering 
Using a hyponym for superonym 
Using wrong near synonym 
 
F. Previous Studies 
 There are some previous studies related this research about analyzing 
lexical errors in writing. The previous studies were done by Ilma Atisyatur 
Rohmaniyah, Robby Andre & Jurianto, Badrun Amin & Sodes Hamdi and 
Saengghan Hemchua & Norbert Schmitt. 
Firstly, the thesis was written by Rohmaniyah (2016) In her thesis 
entitle Lexical Error Analysis in Descriptive Text Writing Made by the Eighth 
Grade Students of MTs Wahid Hasyim Kunir, Jember. The research was 
purposed to know the lexical error types, the precentage of each lexical error 
types and the causes of lexical error types found in descriptive text writing 
made by the eighth grade students. The result showed that the students made 
86 lexical errors which were classified into 26 (30.23%) errors of misspelling, 
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22 (25.59) errors of semantic confusion, 20 (23.26%)  errors of calque, 13 
(15,11%) errors of misselection, 5 (5.81%)) errors of borrowing. Th most 
common which accounted 26 errors of misspelling. The source of missspelling 
was interlingual error and it belongs to formal error major type. She used 
descriptive qualitative in her research. 
The silimilarity between this thesis and this research is about analysis 
of lexical error on student‟s writing and the causes of lexical error on students‟ 
worksheet. The researcher used a decriptive qualitative as a method of the 
research, but there is one differenct in research subject. The second grade 
students of English Letters IAIN Surakarta in academic year 2018/2019 as the 
subject of this research. 
Secondly, the journal was written by conducted by Andre & Jurianto 
(2014) in their journal entitle An Analysis of Lexical Errors in the English 
Narrative Writing Produced by the Tenth Grade Students of  SMA Negeri 9 
Surabaya in EFL Classroom. The research was purposed to exam the types of 
lexical error found and also focused on calculating the most common lexical 
error found in the student‟s narative writings. The result showed that there 
were only 11 sub-types of formal error and 3 sub-types of semantic error. The 
most common lexical error found with total 106 errors. They used descriptive 
qualitative in their research 
The silimilarity between this journal and this research is about analysis 
of lexical error on student‟s writing. The researcher used a decriptive 
qualitative as a method of the research, but there is one different in subject of 
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the research. In this research, the researcher focussed types of lexical error 
found on student‟s worksheet and also focussed the causes of lexical error on 
students‟ worksheet. The second grade of English Letters IAIN Surakarta in 
academic year 2018/2019 as the subject of this research. 
Thirdly, the journal was written by Amin (2016) entitle Lecixal Error 
in Writing English Words Made By Studenys of the Junior High School. The 
objective of his study to find out the types of lexical error in writing English 
noun made by the eighth grade students of SMP UNIMUS Makasar and find 
out types of lexical error in writing English adjective made by the eighth grade 
students of SMP UNIMUS Makasar. The result showed that accounted 172 
errors. The errors occur in English noun accounted 120 and errors in  English 
adjective accounted 52. The most common errors accounted 145 in distortion 
each of occurrences in noun and adjective. He used descriptive qualitative in 
his research. 
The silimilarity between this journal and this research is about analysis 
of lexical error on student‟s writing. The researcher used a decriptive 
qualitative as a method of the research, but there are some differences in 
subject and focus of the research. In this research, the researcher focussed 
types of lexical error found on student‟s worksheet and also focussed the 
causes of lexical error on students‟ worksheet. The second grade students of 
English Letters IAIN Surakarta in academic year 2018/2019 as the subject of 
this research. 
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The last previous study written by Hemchua & Schmitt (2006) in their 
Internasional journal entitled An Analysis of lexical errors in the English 
composition of Thai Learners. The research was purposed to know the lexical 
error of Thai third year University students‟English compositions. The result 
showed that the students had more difficulty with semantics than forms of 
words and the students were the most numerous errors in synonyms followed 
by preposition partners and suffixes. They used descriptive qualitative in their 
research. 
The silimilarity between this International journal and this research is 
about analysis of lexical error on student‟s writing. The researcher used a 
decriptive qualitative as a method of the research, but there are some 
differences in subject and focus of the research. In this research, the researcher 
focussed types of lexical error found on student‟s worksheet and also focussed 
the causes of lexical error on students‟ worksheet. The second grade students 
of English Letters IAIN Surakarta in academic year 2018/2019 as the subject 
of this research. 
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CHAPTER III 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
 
A. Research Design 
This research used descriptive qualitative, because this research 
focussed on content analysis about lexical error on student‟s worksheet. 
According to Creswell (2014:4), that qualitative research aims to get the 
deep understanding about individuals or particular groups as describe to a 
social or human problem. In addition, Sugiyono (2015:15), states qualitative 
research is the research method based on positivistic used for the research in 
the natural subject.  
Nawawi (1993:73), states that descriptive method is the problem 
solving procedure that was investigated by describing the research object at 
the present based on the rising facts. From some definitios above. It can be 
concluded that descriptive qualitative is a kind of method of problem solving 
procedure such as collects, classifies, analyses the data, interpreting the data 
and finally drawing the conclusion. 
 This research aimed to describe the types of lexical error on 
student‟s writing of second grade students of English Letters IAIN Surakarta. 
So, the qualitative design was suitable for this research. The researcher also 
made calculation the most frequency on the errors occurrence of lexical item 
that found from the students‟ writing of second grade students of English 
Letters IAIN Surakarta. 
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B. Place and Time of Research  
1. Place of the research 
In this research was  conducted at  IAIN Surakarta,  especially in second 
grade of English Letters. The researcher applied purposive method to 
determine the area.
 
2. Time of research 
The researcher do the research from 20 March 2019 up to 15 December 
2019. The research schedule was written in the table below; 
Table 3.1 Research Schedule 
Activities Months 
Mar Apr May Jun Jul Agst Sep Okt Nov Des 
Planning            
a. Proposing 
Title 
          
b. Writing 
Proposal 
          
c. Proposal 
Examination 
          
d. Revision           
Finding Data           
a. Colleting 
Document 
          
b. Analyzing 
Data 
          
Compiling 
Report 
          
a. Compiling 
Report 
          
b. Revision           
c. Thesis  
Examination 
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C. Subject and Object of the Research 
1.  Subject of the Research 
The subjects of this research are second grade students of English 
Letters IAIN Surakarta in academic years 2018/2019. In this research, the 
researcher only took 2A class of English Letters. It contained 33 students.  
The researcher applied purposive subject method to determine the 
subject of this research. Etikan, Musa & Alkassim (2015:2), state that a 
purposive method is the deliberte choice of a participant due to the 
qualities the participant possesses. 
2. Object of the Research 
The object of this research about analysis of the students‟ 
worksheet in final exam, especially lexical error made by second grade  
students of English Letters IAIN Surakarta. 
D. Data and Source of the Data 
1. Data  
Data means the materials which are used by the researcher. 
According to Maleong (2008:157), the main data sources in qualitative 
research is words an action, the rest is additional data such as documents 
and other. The data of this research was lexical error. 
2. Source of Data 
The source data of this research are from document. The source of 
the data of this research is  student‟s woksheet in examination test in the 
last grade as an evaluation on Intermediate Integrated English (writing) 
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subject second grade students of English Letters IAIN Surakarta in 
academic years of 2018/2019. The data is obtained from only one class of 
second grade students of English Letters. The data conducted only one 
time. 
E. Technique of Collecting Data   
In this research, the research‟s objective about error anlysis in 
students‟ worksheet of English Letters in writing final exam. So the 
researcher used document as tehnique of collecting data. According to 
Cresswell (2012:223), documents represent a good resource for text (word) 
in data qualitative study. While, according to Sutopo (2002:26), written that 
documents are sources of research, which are often having important role in 
qualitative research. 
The researcher got the students‟ worksheet of final exam of second 
grade students of English Letters IAIN Surakarta in intermediate Integrated 
English (writing) subject. According to Hasyim (2002:43), error analysis is 
an activity to reveal error found in writing and speaking. This research 
related to error analysis in writing. Therefore, the document analysis is 
suitable as the technique for collecting the data of this research. 
F. Technique of Analyzing Data  
This research focussed on analysis of lexical error on student‟s 
writing. In this case, the researcher used error analysis method of Corder 
(1981:51). The followings steps to conduct an error analysis research, they 
are; 
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1. Collecting the data 
It means that the process of collecting the data needed in this research. In 
this process, the researcher started to collect the data from student‟s 
worksheet in final exam. 
2. Identifying the error  
In the second step, the researcher tried to find out the error in sample of  
the research by underlining the errors. 
3. Classifiying the error 
After underlining, the researcher classified the errors. The errors were 
classified based on  James (1998). 
4. Accounting the error and identifying the dominant error 
This step was additional step done by the researcher to accounting the 
errors.Then, the researcher calculated each erros. 
G.  The Trustworthiness of Data 
Qualitative research should reveal the objective truth. The validity of 
the data is very important in qualitative research. In this study to obtain the 
validity of the data is done by triangulation. According to Moleong 
(2007:330), the triangulation is a technique that checks the validity of the 
data utilizes something other than the data for checking purposes or as a 
comparison against the data. According to Cosen (2007:144),  there are 
three types of triangulation, they are; 
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a. Theoretical triangulation: this type draws upon alternative or competing 
theories in preference to utilizing one viewpoint only. 
b.  Methodological triangulation: this type uses either the same method on 
different occasions, or different methods on the same object of study. 
c. Investigator triangulation: this type the researcher rechecked the 
credibility of his data by more experts or other researchers.  
Based on kinds of triangulations above, the researcher used 
investigator triangulation to recheck the result of data analysis. As the result 
of data found, the researcher chose Mr.Dwi Cahyono M.pd as the 
investigator triagulation in this research. Besides he is a lecturer in English 
Letters of IAIN Surakarta and he is expert in writing skill. 
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CHAPTER IV 
RESEARCH FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 
 
 
A. Research Findings 
1. Identifications and Types of Lexical Error 
 In this section, the researcher identified and described the errors 
found in students‟ writing. The researcher presented the identification and 
description of lexical errors such as formal error and semantic lerror. The 
identified sentences were figured out in following table below ;  
Table 4.1 Types of Lexical Error  
A. Types of Formal Errors Number Errors 
1) Formal Misselection  
1.1 Suffix type 28 
1.2 Prefix T ype 1 
1.3 Vowel-based Type 17 
1.4 Consonant-based-type 9 
Subtotal 
55 
2) Formal Misselection  
2.1 Borrowing 1 
2.2 Coinage 1 
2.3 Calque 31 
Subtotal 
33 
3) Distortion  
3.1 Omission 44 
3.2 Overinclusion 14 
3.3 Misselection 10 
3.4 Misordering 7 
Subtotal 
75 
B. Types of Semantic Errors  
1) Confusion of Sense Relations 
1.1 Using a Superonym for a Hyponym 
1 
1.2 Using Wrong Near Synonym 8 
Subtotal 
9 
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a. Formal Errors 
James (1998), classified formal errors into three types; formal 
misslection, misformation and distortions. Futhermore, he divided each 
type of formal errors in saveral sub-types which can be seen as follow; 
1) Formal Misselection 
Formal misselection error in lexical items is characterized by 
incorrect applying word because the meaning looks or resemble 
sound. This category includes error of suffix type, prefix type, vowel 
based type and consonant based type. There were formal 
misselection as the following examples;  
a) Suffix - Type  
The students made the lexical error in suffix type were 28 lexical 
erros. They failed to write the appropriate suffixes from correct 
words to express themselves in certain contexts. In this case, the 
researcher investigated the errors in inflectional suffix and 
derivational suffix from student‟s worksheet for example: 
Table 4.2 Types of Suffix Error 
No. Original Word Errors Corrected Words 
1.  Some advice Some advices 
2.  Some exercise Some exercises 
3.  Some easy and useful 
advice 
Some easy and useful 
advices 
4.  Some place Some places 
5.  Can meeting Can meet 
6.  Many homework Many homeworks 
7.  Several ache Saveral aches 
8.  Listen music and wacthing Listening music and 
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movie wacthing movie 
9.  Some treatment Some treatments 
10.  Many exercise Many exercises 
11.  Many positive impact Many positive impacts 
12.  More easy More easier 
13.  8 glass a day 8 glasses a day 
14.  Some audio Some audios 
15.  A lot of source A lot of sources 
16.  You can trying You can try 
17.  You can listening You can listen 
18.  You can finding You can find 
19.  Some audio Some audios 
20.  Some step Some steps 
21.  Some movie Some movies 
22.  Communication Communicate 
23.  Can makes Can make 
24.  Must giving Must give 
25.  Too cheap Cheaper 
26.  Many photo Many photos 
27.  Some topic Some topics 
28.  So many bad thing So many bad things 
 
1) We can meeting together with our family 
This positive sentence occured in the student‟s worksheet and 
the title was about “how to make time for a holiday”. The 
student made error in this sentence. It was included out of in 
L2 rules because the student did wrong auxiliary verb in this 
sentence. It should be written without any verb-ing after 
modal in the word of meeting. 
2) Doing something wrong can makes us feel bad and sad 
This positive sentence occured in the student‟s worksheet and 
the title was about “how to prevent yourself from getting 
sick”. The student made error in this sentence. It was included 
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out of in L2 rules because the student did wrong auxiliary rule 
in this sentence. It should be written without  added s in verb 
after modal in the word of make. 
3) Try to finding an empty place to listening your audio like 
balcony, garden and your room to make you focus on audios. 
This positive sentence occured in the student‟s worksheet and 
the title was about “how to overcome listening skill”. The 
student made error in this sentence. It was included out of in 
L2 rules because the student did wrong used infinitif to this 
sentence. It should be written without any verb-ing in the 
words both of finding and listening. 
4) You can watch some movie without subtitle 
This positive sentence occured in the student‟s worksheet and 
the title was about “how to overcome listening skill”. The 
student made error in this sentence. It was included out of in 
L2 rules because the student did wrong inflectional suffixes 
s/es in this sentence. It should be added s letter in the end of 
word movie as plural form. 
5) Language is important to communication with people 
This positive sentence occured in the student‟s worksheet and 
the title was about “how to overcome listening skill”. The 
student made error in this sentence. It was included out of in 
L2 rules because the student did wrong derivational suffix 
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<ion> in this sentence. It should used derivational suffix 
<ate> in the end of word <communication> became 
<communicate> because the student wanna made the word as 
a verb. 
b) Prefix Type 
A student made the lexical error in prefix type. It was only one 
student from 33 students failed to write appropriate prefix to 
correct form words to express themselves in certain contexts. In 
this case, the reseacher only investigated the errors in derivational 
prefix from student‟s writing, since prefix can change the 
meaning of word. There were examples of suffix type: 
Table 4.3 Types of Prefix Error 
No. Original Word Errors Corrected Words 
1. It make your room look 
not comfortable 
It make your room look 
uncomfortable 
 
1) If your room is dirty, It make your room look not comfortable 
This positive sentence was talking about “how to organize 
your room”. The student made wrong word in preffix. This 
sentence was identified as preffix type erro because the student 
should not used not but used the preffix un-. 
c) Vowel Based Type 
There were 17 of total number of lexical errors in vowel based 
type where as a kind of error in spelling written of word. The 
student commited error in the vowel form of  word. The student 
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who made the lexical error in vowel-based types .The examples 
of this type are as follow: 
Table 4.4 Types of Vowel Base Type Error 
No. Original Word Errors Corrected Words 
1.  Commonication Communication 
2.  Possibelity Possibility 
3.  Pup Poop 
4.  Carbohidrate Corbohydrate 
5.  Activiti Activity 
6.  Testimoni Testimony 
7.  Dilegently Diligently 
8.  Decasion Decision 
9.  Certein Certain 
10.  Dehidrate Dehydration 
11.  Challanging Challenging 
12.  Complited Completed 
13.  Carbohidrate Carbohydrate 
14.  Dehidration Dehydration 
15.  Dehidreated Dehydration 
16.  Sweap Sweep 
17.  Badroom Bedroom 
 
1) You can feel stomach ache, headache, hard for pup and so on 
This positive sentence occured in the student‟s worksheet and 
the title was about “how to prevent yourself from getting 
sick”. The student used inappropriate word in the substitution 
of a letter o became u because  those words have same in the 
pronounced as u was found in. The student wrote the word 
<pup> which was incorrectly. It should be written became 
written as <poop>. So, the student made error in the word in 
vowel base type.  
2) You can sweap the floor and mop the floor 
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This positive sentence occured in the student‟s worksheet and 
the title was about “how to organize your room”. The student 
used inappropriate word in the substitution of a letter ea with 
ee because those have same in the pronounced as i was found 
in word. The student wrote the word <sweap> which was 
incorrectly. It should be written became written <sweep>. So, 
the student made error in the word in vowel base type.  
3) Drinking enough of water will prevent  from dehidration 
This positive sentence occured in the student‟s worksheet and 
the title was about “how to prevent yourself from getting 
sick”. The student used inappropriate word in the substitution 
of a letter y became i because  those have same in the 
pronounced as i was found. The student wrote the word 
<dehidration> which was incorrectly. It should be written 
became written a <dehydration>. So, the student made error 
in the word in vowel base type.  
4) The point of you must be dilegently to listen anything in 
Engllish 
This positive sentence occured in the student‟s worksheet and 
the title was about “how to overcome listening skill”. The 
student used inappropriate word in the substitution of letter i 
with e because those have same in the pronounced as i was 
found. The student wrote the word <dilegently> which was 
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incorrectly. It should be written became written a <diligently>. 
So, the student made error in the word in vowel base type.   
5) When our members agree with our decasion  
This positive sentence occured in the student‟s worksheet and 
the title was about“how to organize a study group” The 
substitution of letter i became a because those have same in the 
pronounced as i was found. The student wrote the word 
<decasion> which was incorrectly. It should be written 
became written a <decision>. So, the student made error in the 
word in vowel base type.   
d) Consonant Based Type 
In this type, the students made some consonant-based-type in 
which they failed to select the correct consonat. The student who 
made the lexical error in consonant-based types were 9 errors. 
The examples of this type as follow: 
Table 4.5 Types of Consonant Base Type Error 
No. Original Word Errors Corrected Words 
1.  Manaje Manage 
2.  Positif Positive 
3.  Methabolism Metabolism 
4.  Corean Korean 
5.  Stomace Stomach 
6.  Thingking Thinking 
7.  Condusif Condusive 
8.  Backteria Bacteria 
9.  Exersice Exercise 
 
1) It is can manaje your holiday and your holiday was useful 
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This positive sentence occured in the student‟s worksheet and 
the title was about“how to make time for holiday”. The 
student used inappropriate word in the sentence. The student 
changed the consonant letter <g> became <j> in word of 
manage. Condusif Condusif Condusif  
2) You can do positif activities and arrange your time well. 
This positive sentence occured in the student‟s worksheet and 
the title was about “how to make time for holiday”. The 
student used inappropriate word in the sentence. This sentence 
was identified as consonant based error. The The student 
changed the consonant letter <ive> became <f> in word of 
positive. Condusif Condusif 
3) Corea, Arabic and English language you have to use good 
skill in listening 
This positive sentence occured in the student‟s worksheet and 
the title was about “how to overcome listening skill”. The 
student used inappropriate word in the sentence. This sentence 
was identified as consonant based error. The students failed to 
select the correct consonant K. The student changed the 
consonant letter <K> became <C> in word of Korea.  
4) Over thingking is not healthy for your mind 
This negative sentence occured in the student‟s worksheet and 
the title was about “how to prevent yourself from getting 
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sick”. The student used inappropriate word in the sentence. 
This sentence was identified as consonant based error. The 
student changed the consonant letter <ink> became <ing> in 
word of thinking.   
5) Keep your body from backteria 
This positive sentence occured in the student‟s worksheet and 
the title was about “how to prevent yourself from getting 
sick”. The student used inappropriate word in the sentence. 
This sentence was identified as consonant based error. The 
students failed or changed to select the correct consonant <c> 
became <k> in the word of bacteria. 
1) Formal Misformations 
This is errors that produce “words” that are non existent in 
the target language. The student originated either in mother tongue 
or be created by student from the resources of the target language 
itself. This category includes borrowing, coinage and calque, they 
are; 
a) Borrowing 
A student who made the lexical error in borrowing was only one 
student. Only one student from 33 students wrote Indonesian 
language in their writing. In other words, The student inserts any 
L1 words into L2 without any attempt to adapt them into the 
target language. The examples of this type as follow: 
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Table 4.6 Types of Borrowing Error 
No. Original Word Errors Corrected Words 
1.  Menghargai Respect 
 
1) It can make you discipline and more menghargai 
This positive sentence was talking abou “how to make time for 
a holiday”. The student put the Indonesian word in their 
writing. The student gave the stressing used Indonesian word. 
So, the student  the Indonesian word in writing. 
b) Coinage  
A student who made the lexical error in coinage was only one 
student from 33 students. wrote the word from adaption from an 
L1 word to L2 orthography or morphology. So, the student 
adapted the word has sound and look like English, for example: 
Table 4.7 Types of Coinage Error 
No. Original Word Errors Corrected Words 
1.  Critistion Critical 
 
1) Learn about pronounciation will determine your critistion 
This positive sentence occured in the student‟s worksheet and 
the title was about “how to overcome listening skill”. This 
sentence should be written as <critical> the student created 
the word from the resources of the mother tongue the word of 
”kritis” which are adapted to English word as the target 
language to complete the sentences. 
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c) Calque 
There were 31 lexical errors occured in calque. It meant that 
calque was the error made by the students in using the words of 
the target language by translating them literally. It meant that the 
students translated the word by word for examples: 
Table 4.8 Types of Calque Error 
No. Original Word Errors Corrected Words 
1.  Keeping your heart 
healthy 
Keeping your healthy 
heart 
2.  You must patient You must be patient 
3.  Music to your skill 
improve 
Music to improve your 
skill 
4.  It is tips for you, to your 
want improving listening 
skill and to be great 
listening English 
language 
It is tips for improve your 
listening English language 
skill to be great 
5.  Hard For Pup Constipation 
6.  If you really dislike 
vegetables 
If you are really dislike 
vegetables 
7.  Water is an element that 
make your body healthy 
Water is an element that 
make  your body is health 
8.  Make you dizzy Make you are dizzy 
9.  Many diseases that can 
make your body sick 
Many diseases that can 
make your body is sick 
10.  Start your room 
organizing 
Start to organize your 
room 
11.  First step is choose your 
needed furniture 
First step is choosing the 
furniture that you need 
12.  It makes your room has 
more nice looking 
It makes your room be 
better be seen 
13.  If you lazzy to work out 
in out door 
If you are lazzy to work 
out in out door 
14.  Not exhausted Don‟t  exhausted 
15.  In one years In a years 
16.  If you have listening skill 
low 
If you have low listening 
skill  
17.  Every people want to 
fluence communication 
Everyone wants to 
communicate with the 
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with the other other fluently 
18.  Person will fluence 
communication when 
you know what your 
friends speak with hear 
he speak. 
Person will communicate 
fluently when you know 
and hear what your friends 
talks about   
19.  Speaking make you 
fluently to start your 
convertation 
Speaking is a start make 
your conversation 
fluenctly 
20.  Better if you use it to buy It will be better if you use 
to buy 
21.  You‟re eyes red and 
you‟re nose hot 
Your eyes is red and your 
nose is hot 
22.  Your body very hot Your body very hot 
23.  You have to organized 
your food time 
You have to organized 
your time to eat 
24.  Two times a week Twice a week 
25.  Make your room air look 
fresh 
Make your room has fresh 
air 
26.  But if your room dirty But if your room is dirty 
27.  It make your room look 
not comfortable 
It make your room look 
uncomfortable 
28.  Make your room air look 
fresh 
Make your room has fresh 
air 
29.  Throw the things that not 
used 
Throw the things that were 
not used 
30.  Try not buy Don‟t try to buy 
31.  In one month In a month 
 
1) You must listen audio or music to your skill improve  
This positive sentence occured in the student‟s worksheet and 
the title was about “how to overcome listening skill”. The 
student wanted to say <You must listen audio or music to 
improve your skill>. From this sentence, the error was only in 
the position but it included calque because the rule of 
Indonesia was dominant. The student was influenced by their 
mother tongue. 
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2) You can feel stomach ache, headache, hard for pup and so on 
This positive sentence occured in the student‟s worksheet and 
the title was about “how to prevent yourself from getting 
sick”. The student wanted to say <constipation>. From this 
sentence, the student confused which one the word that 
correctly. In this case, the student was influenced by their 
from their mother tongue. 
3) You must do the best vocation, it is just comes twice in one 
years 
This positive sentence occured in the student‟s worksheet and 
the title was about “how to make time for a holiday”. The 
student want to say < You must do the best vocation, it is just 
comes twice in a years>. From this sentence happens when 
the student translated the word from their mother tongue into 
the target language literally.  
4) Don’t waste your money on the unknown food for its nutrition. 
Better if you use it to buy on healthy food. 
The suggestion sentence occured in the student‟s worksheet 
and the title was about “how to avoid gaining weight your 
first year in college”. The student wanted to say <don’t waste 
your money on the unknown food for nutrition. It will be 
better if you use to buy on healthy food>. From this sentence, 
the error was only in the position but it included calque 
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because the rule of Indonesia was dominant. The student was 
influenced by their from their mother tongue. 
5) Your body very hot 
This positive sentence occured in the student‟s worksheet and 
the title was about “how to prevent yourself from getting 
sick”. This case above was incomplete because did not have 
verb. The student had not made the complete sentence who 
just wrote with following the pattern of their mothet tongue. It 
should be written as <your body is very hot>. 
6) Distortions  
Distortion is caused by incomplete application of rules. The 
occurrence of this type of error was caused by the difficulties of 
English language itself without any mother tongue interferences. 
There are four categories of distortions, they are; omission, 
overinclusion, misselection, and misordering. 
a) Omission  
There were 44 lexical errors occured in omission. It included the 
first frequent error. From the total number of omission, it means 
that the students were not careful when they wrote. It also meant 
that they did not check the word that they would be used before 
they wrote it. The students omitted omission errors because they 
missed one or more letters in writing a word either consonants 
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or vowels. The source of these errors was L2 omission. The 
examples of omission are as follows:  
Table 4.9 Types of Omission Error 
No. Original Word Errors Corrected Words 
1.  Vitamin Vitamine 
2.  Hopfully Hopefully 
3.  Calori Calorie 
4.  alway Always 
5.  Specificly Specifically 
6.  Heathy Healthy 
7.  Teenages Teenagers 
8.  Threated Threatened 
9.  Cafein  Caffeine 
10.  Comunicate  Communicate 
11.  Ovecome Overcome 
12.  Apreciation Appreciation 
13.  Ovecome Overcome 
14.  Alway Always 
15.  Vitamin Vitamine 
16.  Everday Everyday 
17.  Stok Stock 
18.  Unessesary Unnecessary 
19.  Vitamin Vitamine 
20.  Sytem  System 
21.  Gramar Grammar 
22.  Maste Master 
23.  Joging Jogging 
24.  Cabage Cabbage 
25.  Imune Immune 
26.  Happines Happiness 
27.  Convertation Conversation 
28.  Comunication Communication 
29.  Reply Replay 
30.  Forth Fourth 
31.  Helth Health 
32.  Energ Energy 
33.  Unecessary Unnecessary 
34.  Heathy Healthy 
35.  Healty Healthy 
36.  Enery Energy 
37.  Wit With 
38.  Healty Healthy 
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39.  Suplemen Suplement 
40.  Vitamin Vitamine 
41.  Succesful Successful 
42.  Cleaness Cleanness 
43.  Chang Change 
44.  Succes Success 
 
1) We must avoid to eat too much cafein 
This positive sentence that included as suggestion occured in 
the student‟s worksheet and the title was about “how to 
prevent yourself from getting sick”. The word of <cafein> 
was not complete. It should be written became <caffeine>. It 
included in omission type because the student missed letters, 
they were f and e letters. From this example, it can be 
assumed that the students committed such error because they 
have spelt the word according to the way they pronounce it. 
2) Listening is one of the most important for comunicate with 
other 
This positive sentence occured in the student‟s worksheet and 
the title was about “how to overcome listening skill”. The 
word of <comunicate> included in omission type because the 
student missed m letter. It should be written in 
<communicate>. 
3) Eat vegetables everyday like spinach, carrot, cabage 
This positive sentence occured in the student‟s worksheet and 
the title was about “how to prevent yourself from flu”. In this 
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case, the student made error written of word. The student 
should be added one letter of b in the word <cabage> became 
<cabbage> It included the student missed the consonant b 
letter. 
4) So, make your vocation so happines and you enjoy together. 
This positive sentence occured in the student‟s worksheet and 
the title was about “how to make time for a holiday”. The 
word of <happines> included in omission type because the 
student missed the consonant s letter. It should be written 
became witten as happiness. 
5) You can reply the audio 
This positive sentence occured in the student‟s worksheet and 
the title was about “how to overcome listening skill”. In this 
case, the student made error written of word. The student 
should be added one letter of a letter in the word <replay>.  
b) Overinclusion 
There were 14 lexical errors occured in overinclusion. In this 
case, the student wrote one or more letters in a word. It could be 
caused by the difficulties of specific charateristic of the English 
word which were significantly different with the first language 
of the agents. The students committed by Indonesian learners 
learning English not only in the beginning stage of their 
acquisition but also in advanced levels. In fact, these errors 
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could be seen as a result of overgeneralizing in existing L2 rule. 
The following examples illustrated in this issue: 
Table 4.10 Types of Overinclusion Error 
No. Original Word Errors Corrected Words 
1.  Usefull Useful 
2.  Affraid Afraid 
3.  Dailiy Daily 
4.  Focuss Focus 
5.  Clouthes Clothes 
6.  Plane Plan 
7.  Eassy Easy 
8.  Speeach Speech 
9.  Vocabualary Vocabulary 
10.  Compresse Compress 
11.  Regreat Regret 
12.  Dailly Daily 
13.  Ekspecially Especially 
14 Pronouciation Pronunciation 
 
1) Are you affraid of being fat in your first year in college? 
This introgative sentence occured in the student‟s worksheet 
and the title was about “how to avoid gaining weight your 
first year in college”.  The student wrote <affraid> was wrong 
word. It was included out of in L2 rules. The student wrote 
over of f letter. It should be written became <afraid>. 
2) Some audios about conversation, story telling, speeach etc 
This positive sentence occured in the student‟s worksheet and 
the title was about “how to overcome listening skill”. In this 
case, the the student made error written of word. It should be 
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deleted one letter of a in the word <speeach>. It should be 
written like <speech>. It was included out of in L2 rules. 
3) They looking foor a side job for cover their dailly need 
college. 
This positive sentence occured in the student‟s worksheet and 
the title was about “how to  start a small business”. The word 
of <dailly> was incorectly written. It included over 
generalizing exiting rule L2. The student wrote over a letter l 
in the middle of word. It should be written in <daily>. 
4) Reading make you enterince your vocabualary 
This positive sentence occured in the student‟s worksheet and 
the title was about “how to overcome listening skill”. In this 
case, the the student made error written of word. The student 
added a letter of  in the word became <vocabualary>. It was 
included out of in L2 rules. It should be written became 
written as <vocabulary>. 
5) We have to make a plane before we make a decision 
This positive sentence occured in the student‟s worksheet and 
the title was about “how to organize a study group”. In this 
case, the student made error written of word. The error 
occured because the student added one letter of e in the end 
word <plan> became <plane>. It was included out of in L2 
rules. It should be written in <plan>.  
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c) Misselection 
There were 10 of total number of lexical errors in misselection. 
It indicated that the most student had known the different sound 
of word in English but the student made the misselection 
referred to made error by students in using target language that 
had similarity sound with the word. There were some case of 
misselections:  
Table 4.11 Types of Misselecion Error 
No. Original Word Errors Corrected Words 
1.  More tall more quickly 
2.  More short shorter 
3.  As much as As many as 
4.  Learning English have Learning English has 
5.  Every people Everyone  
6.  In a marely In an early 
7.  Headchance Headache 
8.  Noise Nose 
9.  Yourself Ourselves  
10.  Regenetase Regeneration 
  
1) You have to promote your business as much as you can 
This positive sentence occured in the student‟s worksheet and 
the title was about “how to start a small business”. The student 
was wrong word in the sentence. It should be written as <as 
manny as>. It included misselection because the student wrote 
incorect word. The word of <as much as> and <as many as> 
have similar meaning, but both of them have different 
functions depend on plural or singular nouns which are 
followed. 
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2) I hope we prevent yourself from getting sick 
This positive sentence occured in the student‟s worksheet and 
the title was about “how to prevent yourself from getting sick”. 
It should be written as <ourselves>. It was included 
misselection because the student wrote incorect word. Using 
reflextive pronoun refered back to the subject from of personal 
pronoun. 
3) A comfortable bedroom is ambition for every people 
This positive sentence occured in the student‟s worksheet and 
the title was about “how to organize your room”. It should be 
written as <everyone>. It included misselection because the 
student wrote incorect word.  
4) It makes your room has more nice looking 
This positive sentence occured in the student‟s worksheet and 
the title was about “how to organize your room”. In this case, 
the student confused the correct word. The word of the 
comparison which was incorrectly. It should be written in 
<better>. 
5) Deague if you sick fluece and head chance are completed 
This positive sentence occured in the student‟s worksheet and 
the title was about “how to prevent yourself from getting 
sick”. It should be written as <deague if you sick flu and 
headache are completed>. It included misselection because 
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the student which was incorect word. The student confused to 
complete the word which have similar spelling. 
d) Misordering 
There were 7 of total number of lexical errors in misorering. 
From the total number of misordering, it meant that the students 
were not careful when they wrote. The students misorder the 
letter in words used in the sentence. The examples of this type as 
are follow: 
Table 4.12 Types of Misordering Error 
No. Original Word Errors Corrected Words 
1.  Aplle Apple 
2.  Pinaple  Pineapple  
3.  Thrid Third 
4.  Enterince Increase 
5.  Termostad Termometer  
6.  Caboaed Cupboard 
7.  Bactena Backteria 
 
1) You can choose aplle to eat 
This positive sentence occured in the student‟s worksheet and 
the title was about “how to prevent yourself from getting sick”. 
The student wrote the word <aplle>, it was included of 
misordering type. Changing the ordering from double l letter. 
It should be written became only one l letter, but it snould be 
written in double p letter. 
2) You can eat like mango, guava, pinaple, melon, watermelon  
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This positive sentence occured in the student‟s worksheet and 
the title was about “how to prevent yourself from getting sick”. 
The word of <pinaple> was not complete, the student missed 
order of word. The word of pinaple should be written as 
<pineapple>. The student was not careful when she was 
writing. The student wrote the word that was suitable with the 
spoken utterance in the target language. 
3) The thrid tips is watching the movie without subtitle. 
This positive sentence occured in the student‟s worksheet and 
the title was about “how to overcome listening skill”. In this 
case. The student wrote in the word <thrid> which was 
incorrectly. It should be written as <third>. The misordering 
was interchange of two adjacent letter r and i. It should be 
written in i and r letters. 
4) Reading make you to enterince your vocabulary 
This positive sentence occured in the student‟s worksheet and 
the title was about “how to overcome listening skill”. In this 
sentence, the student made incorret order the word. The 
student wrote the word that was suitable with the spoken 
utterance in the target language. So, it should be written in 
<increase>. 
5) You want to buy some things like caboaed  
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This positive sentence occured in the student‟s worksheet and 
the title was about “how to organize your room”. In this 
sentence, the student incorret placement of a morpheme or 
group of morphemes in an utterance. The student wrote the 
word that was suitable with the spoken utterance in the target 
language. So, it should be written in  <cupboard>.  
b. Semantic Errors 
Semantic errors are violation of the rules of the semantic system 
particular to English language.There are semantic errors; 
1) Confusion of Sense Relations 
a) Using a Superonym for a Hyponym 
A student used a superonym for a hyponym was only one from 
total number students. In this case, a more general term where a 
more specific one is needed. The examples of this type as are 
follow: 
Table 4.13 Types of Using a Superonym for a Hyponym Error 
No. Original Word Errors Corrected Words 
1. Shop Foods stall 
 
1) You can make it by yourself or buy it from the shop 
This positive sentence occured in the student‟s worksheet and 
the title was about “how to avoid gaining weight your first year 
in college”. In this case, the student wrote the word in general, 
but the specifically one is needed. It should be written more 
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specific as <foods stall>. This sentence needs specific 
explanation about phrase because the word <shop> there are 
many kinds the word of <shop>. 
b) Using Wrong Near Synonym 
There were 8 of total number of lexical errors in using wrong 
near synonym. Some students did inappropriate synonym of 
words in expressing their sentences, the occurrence were 
because of two words were close in meaning but were different 
in usage. The examples of this type as follow: 
Table 4.14 Types of Using Wrong Near Synonym error 
No. Original Word Errors Corrected Words 
1.  Power Energy 
2.  Be kind Well 
3.  Since they life far from 
their parents 
Since they live far from 
their parents 
4.  Appear Comes 
5.  Much Many 
6.  It is can destroy all 
schedules 
It is can distrub all 
schedules 
7.  Have to advice from the 
doctor 
Have to consult from the 
doctor 
8.  If you pass, you will back 
the bad habit 
If you pass, you will return 
the bad habit 
 
1) So, we don’t have any power to do everything 
This positive sentence occured in the student‟s worksheet and 
the title was about “how to prevent yourself from getting sick”. 
In this case, the student wrote the synonym word which was 
incorrectly in contexts. It should be written became <so,we 
don’t have any energy to do everything>.  
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2) You can do positive activity and arrange your time be kind 
This positive sentence occured in the student‟s worksheet and 
the title was about “how to make time for a holiday”. In this 
case, the student wrote the synonym word which was incorrectly 
in contexts. It should be written became <you can do positive 
activity and arrange your time well>.  
3) So you must fit your activities 
This positive sentence occured in the student‟s worksheet and 
the title was about “how to make time for a holiday”.  It should 
be written became <so you must arrange your activities >. In 
this case, the student used the synonym word which was 
incorrectly in contexts. 
4) Much people think that have a healthy body is difficult 
This positive sentence occured in the student‟s worksheet and 
the title was about “how to prevent yourself from getting sick”.It 
should be written became <many people think that have a 
healthy body is difficult>. In this case, the student used the 
synonym word which was incorrectly in contexts because the 
word of <much> was used only uncountable noun while the 
word of <many> was used only countable noun. 
5) You have to advice from the doctor 
This positive sentence occured in the student‟s worksheet and 
the title was about “how to prevent yourself from getting sick”. 
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This positive sentence occured in the student‟s worksheet and 
the title was about “how to prevent yourself from getting sick”. 
It should be written became <have to consult from the doctor>. 
In this case, the student used the synonym word which was 
incorrectly in contexts. 
2. The Causes of Lexical Error 
Error were caused by some aspects. According to Llach (2011) 
lexical error was caused by 2 factors. Those were intralingual and 
interlingual. Evey each of intalingual and interlingual based on James 
(1998). The distribution of those was presented and each of causes was 
described in the table below: 
The table 4.15 The Causes of Lexical Errors  
No The Causes of 
Lexical Errors 
Type of Errors Numbers 
Error 
1.  Interlingual transfer Borrowing 
Coinage 
Calque 
Vowel based type 
Consonant based type 
58 
2.  Intralingual transfer Suffix type 
Preffix type 
Omission 
Overinclusion 
Misselection 
Misordering 
Using a hyponym for 
superonym 
Using wrong near synonym 
113 
 Subtotal 172 
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Based on the table above, there were 2 causes lexical errros. Those 
were : 
1. Interlingual transfer  
Llach (2011:123-124) stated that calque and borrowing were 
caused by interlingual transfer. In this study, the reseacher found the total 
number of interlingual was 58 lexical erros. This case could be fact that in 
learning foreign language the learners were influenced by their mother 
tongue also. 
 The examples of interlingual transfer: 
1) It can make you discipline and more menghargai 
The word menghargai was Indonesian. The student was totally 
influenced by their mother tongue because she only borrowed 
Indonesian word without any attempt to adjust. This error was caused 
by the interlingual transfer. 
2)  Music to your skill improve  
The student wanted to say “musik untuk meningkatkan keahlian mu” 
but the student was influenced by their mother tongue. The student 
just translated word by word. 
3) You’re eyes red and you’re nose hot 
The student wanted to say “matamu merah dan hidung mu panas”. In 
this case, the student was influenced by their mother tongue. The 
student just translated the Indonesian pattern. It could be looked from 
the position of adjective and noun. In Indonesia pattern, the position 
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of the noun was in front of the adjective while English pattern was 
opposite. 
4) Throw the things that not used 
The case above was caused by interlingual transfer because the 
student was influenced by their mother tongue. The student did not 
pay attention with verb. The sentenc throw the things that not used  it 
should be throw the things that was not used. 
5) Try not buy  
The case above was caused by interlingual transfer because the 
student was influenced by their mother tongue. The student did not 
attention of English rule to prohibit someone to do something used 
don‟t.   
2. Intralingual transfer 
Intralingual transfer referred to the errors influenced by the target 
language. The intralingual was 113 lexical errors. In this study, the 
researcher found that the most frequent error was omission error which the 
total number  were 44 errors. It meant that the intralingual transfer became 
one of causes of the lexical errors, for examples:  
1) Listen convertation in the movie 
The example above was caused by intralingual transfer because the 
student was influenced by their target language. The word of 
<convertation> included in omission type. It should be written became 
conversation. The student made typo in the consonant s tobe t letter. 
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2) Movie can help you to ovecome oue listening skill 
The example above was caused by intralingual transfer because the 
student was influenced by their target language. It should be written 
became <overcome>. It included omitted  r letter in the middle of 
word. 
3) It also will be so usefull to keep your health 
In this case the student added the inexistent item that should not be 
appeared in the correct word. The word of <usefull>was wrong word. 
The student wrote over of l letter. It should be written in <usefull>. 
4) You have to focuss 
In this case, the word of <focuss> was incorectly written. It included 
over generalizing exiting rule L2. The student wrote over f  s  letter. It 
should be written in <focus>.  
5) I hope we prevent yourself from getting sick 
It should be written as <ourselves>. It was included misselection 
because the student cannot choose the appropriate word a well formed 
sentence. Using reflextive pronoun to refer back to the subject from of 
peronal pronoun. 
B. Discussion 
Based on the finding of this research, it could be said that the formal 
errors became the highest errors found in student‟s writing, they were; 1) 
Formal misselection, including: suffix type were 28 lexical errors, preffix type  
was only 1 lexical error, vowel based-type were 17 lexical errors and 
consonant based type were 9 lexical errors. 2) Formal misformations 
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including: borrowing was only 1 lexical error, coinage was only 1 lexical 
error, calque were 31 lexical errors. On the other sides, the semantic errors 
that occured in student‟s writing were 1) confusion sense relation errors, 
included using superonym for a hyponym was only 1 lexical error and using 
wrong near synonym were 8 errors. 
 Furthermore, this study revealed that the most frequent category in 
sub-type of formal error was distortions type there were 75 lexical errors. In 
distortion type of lexical error contributed by students were omission type 
included intralingual . The omission type indicated that the student omitted the 
omission the vowel or the consonant letters in the word of target language. 
There are some characteristics of the omission made by the students in their 
writing. Firstly, the students omitted the vowel of word, for example; the word 
of “hopfully” was not complete word, the student missed the vowel e. It 
should be written as “hopefully”. Secondly, the student missed the consonant 
of word. For example; “It purpose to increase your imune”. The word of 
“imune” included in omission type because the student missed the letter m. It 
should be written became as “immune”. So, the researcher assummed that 
almost in distortions of lexical error contributed in students writing were 
caused by influence of native language called target language interferences. 
The researcher assumed that the students caused by lack of knowledge of 
vocabuaries.  
In addition, this study revealed that the second frequent category in 
sub-type of formal error was formal misselection type there were 55 lexical 
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errors.  In formal misselection type of lexical error contributed by students 
were suffix type included intralingual. The occurrences of formal misselection 
(suffix type, preffix type, consonant base type, vowel base type) were also the 
influence of L1 and L2. In this line with Ellis (1985:19) stated that it is a 
popular belief that second language acquisition (SLA) is strongly influenced 
by the learner‟s first language, the clearest support for this belief comes from 
“foreign accents” in the second language (L2) speech of learner. She also gave 
an example when a Frenchman speaks English, his English sound Frech also. 
The learner L1 also affects the other language level vocabulary and grammar. 
There were some characteristics of the occurrences of formal misselection 
error (suffix type, preffix type, consonant base type, vowel base type) made by 
students in their writing. Fistly, the causes of occurrences of vowel based type 
and consonant based types were mainly caused by interferences of the first 
language sound, the agents contributed this type of errors mainly because of 
the sound of the English word that were written in Indonesia way of writing 
for example; the student wrote “vidio”, the sound of this word could be 
written as “vidio” in Indonesia. It seemed right for the agent because sound.  
Secondly, the cause of error suffix type was misselection of a 
particular word classes, where the researcher found confusion of part of 
speech of the words in the sentenes, for example: “you can listening”. It 
should be the modal followed by verb1. The finding was consistent with 
Hemhua and Schmitt (2006) their finding suggested that the similarity of form 
and part of speech for example (noun, adjective, verb and so on). On the other 
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hand, the cause of suffix type errors was the confusion of similar forms. For 
example; “Language is important to communication with people” it should be 
“communicate”. Therefore, the possible reasons for the formal misselection 
errors were lack of knowledge of words. 
The last, this study revealed that the third highest category in sub - type 
of formal error was formal misformation type there were 33 lexical errors.  In 
formal misselection type of lexical error contributed by students were calque 
type included interlingual. Most of students translated the word from their 
mother tongue into the target language literally. The student was interfered by 
their mother tongue. In the other words, students realize of the existence of a 
wordd and its form but they lack knowledge of the semantic of that word. 
Futhermore, The result of this study in formal errors contradicted the 
result of he other studies suh as (Hemchua & Schmitt:2006) and (Shalaby & 
el–Komi, 2009). In the other studies, the result of lexical errors showed that 
semantic error became the most highest errors found in student‟s writing. The 
possible reason which can explain the difference in the results of the current 
study with the other studies may come from the subjects of the study. In this 
study. The researcher choose the second grade of English Letters of IAIN 
Surakarta became the subject of this research. There students have different 
level of language proficiency compare to the students at the Senior High 
School level or other that as participated in the other studies.  
 So, in other causes the lexical error from in intralingual and 
interlingual,there are possible causes also that the students made lexical error 
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were the difficulties of foreign language because the students do not posses an 
adequate knowledge in English vocabularies which has saveral causes such as 
the low frequency in reading. In addition, lexical error that occurred because 
of difficulties of the target language were depended on student‟s knowledge 
and understanding toward target language itself. According to James (1998) 
apart from recourse to L1 transfer, the learner ignorace of the target language 
from on any level and of any class. He mentioned two sources of intralingual 
error they were learning strategy-based error and communication strategy 
bases errors. Therefore, it could be the source of lexical errors that were not 
from mother tongue but the sources from the target language itself.  
So,  the result of this study implies that the vocabulary teaching is 
needed by the students to help them in eliminating the number of lexical errors 
found in their writing, specially in University in English Letter mojor. 
Besides, using of English monolingual dictionanry or using of remediation 
during teaching – learning process may become solution for the teacher to 
assist the student in minimazing their problem in lexical Item. 
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 
 
A. Conclusion 
This study has collected some informations from second grade students 
of English Letters IAIN Surakarta in lexical errors using James (1998) 
classification. Based on the findings and discussion the researcher concluded 
that:  
First, There were 172 lexical errors found in the student‟s writing, they 
were 11 sub-types of formal errors and 2 sub-types of semantic errors. The 
frequency of suffix type was 44 errors, preffix type 1, vowel based type 17 
errors, consonant based type 8 errors, borrowing 1 error, coinage 1 error, 
calque 33 error, omission 46 errors, overinclussion 13 errors, misselection 11 
errors, misordering 7 errors, using superonym for hyponym 1 error and then 
using near synonym 8 errors. From all the types of lexical errors, the 
researcher has limitted time to decribe error belongs error or mistake. 
Second, there were 2 kinds of causes of lexical errors. They were 
Interlingual and Interlingual transfers. Interlingual consisted of consonant 
based type, vowel-based type, borrowing, coinage and calque while 
Intralingual consisted of suffix type, prefix type, omission, overinclusion, 
misselection,  missordering, the using superonym for hyponym and using near 
synonym. Intralingual was most frequent causes of lexical error because the 
total number of Intralingual was 113 of the total number of causes of lexical 
errors. The Interlingual was 58 of the total number of causes of lexical error. It 
meant that the students made errors were influenced by Intralingual errors. 
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B. Suggestion  
Based on the study that has been done by the researcher, the researcher 
would like to give some suggestions the English teacher and the students.  
1. For the English teacher, it is expected to give correction and give further 
explanations toward students‟ error during learning process in students 
writing when they make error in term of calque or other types of lexical 
errors.  
2. For the students, the students should practice more in writing especially in 
English lesson and try to understand the vocabulary and the context. The 
students also expected to be careful in writing.  
3. For other researchers, it is expected to analyze the lexical with the different 
method and theory. 
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